TANK PERMIT SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
A Complete and Accurate Submittal Must Include the Following:

1. The information provided on the drawing to include, but not be limited to:
   a. Street address.
   b. Point of compass and graphic representation of scale (or scale used noted).
   c. Location and size (liquid gallons and physical size/dimensions) of tank(s).
   d. Location of other buildings and structures on the site (including fences) and nearby roads (labeled). Distances to be noted on drawing if not to scale.
   e. Note distance to any combustibles (structures or grass areas) and distance to parking/drive-aisles.
   f. Note special protections for tank.

2. The issuance of a permit based upon plans, data and other reports shall not prevent the Fire Department from thereafter requiring correction of deficiencies. Any deficiencies found during field inspection, testing or Fire Company surveys must also be corrected.